I love web design because there is always so much to learn.
THIS IS FOR EVERYONE
I LOVE CHINCHILLAS!
Welcome to the website about my two pets: Yuna and Quoll!

Yuna

Yuna, I think, is the fourth hamster I've had. She loves walking upside-down on the ceiling of her cage by hanging on the bars, and I've found out that she will eat food upside-down if I feed her through the bars!

Quoll

She's a Syrian Hamster
She's over two years old!
She's Quoll's best friend!
Sweeties!

The yummiest scrummiest treats in the world!

This is a website all about different types of sweets. 1st of all my favourite sweet is called a daim bar. A thin layer of chocolate and hard, heavenly toffee. Mmmmmmmmmmm......

One of the most common sweets are lollipops. They come in all shapes, sizes, colours and flavors. They are really popular. Most sweet shops have them. So when you're out and about get a yummy lollipop!

Bubblegum is a sticky thing you chew and you can blow bubbles with it. Blowing a bubble with gum is quite hard but practice makes perfect! There are so many different colours and flavours but I love sour gum!
GeoCities sites show what normal, non-designer, people will create if given the tools available around the turn of the millennium.

—Phil Gyford
Sorry, GeoCities has closed.

The GeoCities service is no longer available, but there's a lot more to explore on Yahoo!
“It became necessary to destroy the town to save it.”
As companies like Yahoo! switch off swathes of our online universe, little fragments of our collective history disappear. They might be ugly and neglected fragments of our history but they’re still what got us where we are today.

—Phil Gyford
Just helped a lady find a mirror of her dead husband's deleted GeoCities site. Sadly, it's not a complete mirror.
These guys found the way to destroy the most massive amount of history in the shortest amount of time with absolutely no recourse.

—Jason Scott
We think that history isn’t going anywhere, but it’s always slipping away, always dying. At best we can rescue fragments, and so we must.
The other half of "making" is "taking care of." We've gotten pretty good at making internet. Time to get better at caring for what we make.
In the startup world, you work hard and you move fast in order to make other people rich. You’re a small elite of very smart young people who are working very hard for an even smaller elite of mostly baby-boomer financiers.

—Bruce Sterling
We’re excited to announce that Wavii has teamed up with Google!

—wavii.com
We’re extremely excited to announce that Summify has been acquired by Twitter!

—blog.summify.com
At a time that represents new beginnings, we’re thrilled to share some exciting news with you: NabeWise has been acquired by Airbnb!

—nabewise.com
We are super excited to announce that Jybe has been acquired by Yahoo!

—jy.be
Today we are excited to share the news that Pinterest has acquired Punchfork!
Today, we’re excited to announce that Google has acquired Picnik.

—googleblog.blogspot.co.uk
So we’re excited to announce that we’ll be making the journey to California to join Facebook!

—blog.gowalla.com
We’re very happy that Six Apart wants to invest in growing the vision that we the founders of Pownce believe so strongly in and we’re very excited to take our vision to all of Six Apart’s products.

—blog.pownce.com
Everyone, I’m elated to tell you that Tumblr will be joining Yahoo.

—staff.tumblr.com
I'm going to try really hard not to sign up for new free services. Show me you're in for the haul and let me pay. I'm tired of being sold.
1. Treat our data like it matters.
2. No upload without download.
3. If you close a system, support data rescue.

—contentsmagazine.com/data
The internet never forgets.

—citation needed
You can't be a futurist without also being a historian.

Our industry has an unusual lack of knowledge about ideas of just a few years ago.
Wondering: American technologists want to make The Federation. UK technologists want to make The Culture?
We should measure our work’s success in decades, not months or years.
Cool URIs don’t change. *

—Tim Berners-Lee
The ability to link to any webpage without permission is part of what makes the web great. Anyone who says otherwise is a poopy pants.
You don’t need anyone’s permission to be awesome.

—Steve Jobs
If you felt burned by Flash mobile at least you learned the lesson and aren't jumping into another proprietary lock in. Right?
The web is about divergence and plurality. All other platforms are about convergence and insularity. Not judging, just saying.
The patent that never was.

—James Gleick
We should think ourselves very lucky that Alan Turing didn't patent "a single machine which can be used to compute any computable sequence"
Classify galaxies

Answer the question below using the buttons provided.

Is the galaxy simply smooth and rounded, with no sign of a disk?

- Smooth
- Features or disk
- Star or artifact
Old Weather: Our Weather’s Past, the Climate’s Future

Introduction
Help scientists recover worldwide weather observations made by Royal Navy ships around the time of World War I. These transcriptions will contribute to climate change research.

Project Statistics
Old Weather transcriptions so far
Cadet adactio

0 weather reports on 0 pages contributed to this voyage. 30 weather reports more for promotion to Lieutenant

Enter the date of the logbook

Date Location Weather Event

Day Month Year

OK

HMS Weymouth

Active: Pacific, South America

Light Cruiser - Learn more

Map and timeline
Where the Web was born

In the offices of this corridor, all the fundamental technologies of the World Wide Web were developed.

Started in 1990 from a proposal made by Tim Berners-Lee in 1989, the effort was first divided between an office in building 31 of the Computing and Networking Division (CN) and one in building 2 of the Electronics and Computing for Physics Division (ECP).

In 1991 the team came together in these offices, then belonging to EG. It was composed of two CERN staff members, Tim Berners-Lee (GB) and Robert Cailliau (BE), aided by a number of Fellows, Technical Students, a Cooperator and Summer Students.

At the end of 1993 Tim Berners-Lee left CERN to direct the WWW Consortium (W3C), a world-wide organization devoted to leading the Web to its full potential. The W3C was founded with the help of CERN, the European Commission, the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), the Institut National pour la Recherche en Informatique et en Automatique (INRIA), and the Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA).

In 1995 Tim Berners-Lee and Robert Cailliau received the ACM Software Systems Award for the World Wide Web. In 2004, Tim Berners-Lee was awarded the first Millennium Technology Prize by the Finnish Technology Award Foundation.

The CERN Library
June 2004
Information Management: A Proposal

Abstract

This proposal concerns the management of general information about accelerators and experiments at CERN. It discusses the problems of loss of information about complex evolving systems and derives a solution based on a distributed hypertext system.

Keywords: Hypertext, Computer conferencing, Document retrieval, Information management, Project control
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